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to an elevator. You have to dig through the graffiti on the brick to find the pattern in the
graffiti. 7 **Map 2** Cocke's Cottage **No 70 •** **Eastern Avenue, at Yandina

Street, Scarborough** _Between Portobello and Conlin_ Cocke's Cottage, Scarborough's
oldest building (1814) was built by a Jamaican immigrant. Behind the stoop, which is

still embedded in the brickwork, is a small 'passage' – the only other buildings in
Scarborough with one. A narrow, brick-lined corridor runs from the stoop to the back

door of the building, which is set in the rear wall of the cottage. **44** **King Edward
VII Arts Centre** **_Eastern Avenue, at Lappin Avenue, Parkhill_** **Local gallery

with a strong program of contemporary and Aboriginal Australian art, sculpture and
film** The King Edward Arts Centre (No 44) is Scarborough's best-known gallery, the
only one with an interesting program of contemporary art. Housed in a large building, it

was completed in 1967. The gallery is well laid out, with separate rooms for viewing
paintings, sculpture and film. It is a good place for browsing, and is open Monday to

Saturday from 11am to 5pm. **S T R E T C H A N D R E A D** **_Eastern Avenue,
at Rama Street, Portobello_** **Inner city forecourt** **Brick veneer building in the

Flats, with art deco elements, including a rendered frieze and decorative panels; remains
of a canopy and cast-iron posts in the gardens behind** Adjacent to the Memorial
Fountain, this is one of the last of the Victorian Flats, and a beautifully preserved

example of this type of building. It is built around an internal courtyard of brick and
stone, with a series of shops lining the street side and an outdoor eating area and a pool in

the rear. The whole place has a lovely feeling of calm, with the fountain and bronze
statues adding further inspiration. **G L A Z E I N S P H E N E** **_Shelter Point, at

Victoria Road_** **Largest of the three mental-health facilities** The Southern
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